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- Complete the sentences with the present simple or progressive of the verbs:  
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1. He usually ………………………….(go) to work by bus.  

2. Tess …………………………………(take) on the phone now.  

3. Peter and Gina ………………………………….(love) hip-hop.  

4. Mr. Andrews ……………………………………..(not like) fast food.  

5. Be quiet! The baby ……………………………(sleep) in his bedroom.  

6. Mary’s daughter …………………(study) in Boston at the moment  

7. The film ……………………..(be) outstanding! You should watch it!  

8. My father …………………………(watch) a documentary on TV now.  

9. I …………………………………….(hate) working early in the morning.  

10. They never ………………………………(pay) attention to my words.  

11. The train ……………………………………..(leave) at half past seven.   

12. I ………………………..(leave) now, my parents must be worried!  

13. Water ……………………………..(freeze) at 0ºC.  

14. Look! the water ……………………(boil) on the cooker! Turn it off!  

15. Harry sometimes ………………………….(play) tennis at the club.  

16. Betty ………………………(play) the flute now. She’s rehearsing!  

17. My students rarely ……………………….(say) a word in English!  

18. It rarely ………………………………….(rain) in summer.  

19. Look! It ………………(rain) cats and dogs! We can’t go out now.  

20. I never …………………………..(get up) before 7.30.  

21. This dress always ……………………………..(suit) me?  

22. Susan usually ……………….(do) her homework in her bedroom.  

23. The Earth ……………………………..(go) around the Sun.   

24. They …………………………….(have) difficulties at the moment.  

1. Jane …………………… to music now.  

a. listens   b. listening  

c. listen   d. is listening  
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2. I …………………. like chocolate.  

a. doesn’t   b. isn’t  

c. don’t   d. am not  

  

3. …………….. Cem like animals?  

a.do     b. does  

c.am     d. is  

  

4. Are you …………….a hamburger?  

a.eating   b.eat  

c.eats      d. eating not   

  

5. ………….. they playing  hide-and-seek?  

a.Do     b.are  

c.is      d.am  

  

6. I …………………………… TV at the moment.  

a. are watching    b.is watching  

c.watch     d.am watching  

  

7. Do you brush your teeth every day?  

a. Yes, I do    b. Yes, I am  

c. Yes, you do   d. Yes, you are  

  

  

8.What …………… Jesus ……………… at the moment?   

a. is/do   b. does/ do  

c. is/ doing    d. do/doing  

  

9. We always ……………….. to cinema at the weekend.  

a. are going    b. goes  

c.go            d. is going  
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10. Why does Mary ………………… her dog to school?  

a.bring      b.bringing  

c.brings          d.bring not  

  

11. We go to seaside …………………………..  

a. at the weekend b.now  

c. at the moment  d.right now  

  

12. Listen! The baby ………………………..  

a. is crying    b.cries  

c. are crying    d.cry  

__________________________________________________  

 

A. Choose the correct words to complete each sentence.   

1. Why did people _______________ mend their clothes?   

a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to   

2. I _______________ like watching football, but now I do.   
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a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to   

3. What did you _______________ like doing when you were young?   

a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to  

4. John _______________ like Mary, but he doesn’t now.   

a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to   

5. People _______________ produce as much rubbish as we do nowadays.   

a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to   

6. Did you _______________ collect anything when you were young?   

a) used to       b) use to       c) didn’t use to    

      B. Re-write the sentences below using “used to”.     

1. Last month, I rode my bicycle to school.  Now, I don’t ride my bicycle to 

school.  

____________________________________________________________  

2. Ten years ago, I studied Japanese.  Now, I don’t study Japanese.  

___________________________________________________________

_  

3. Before, I didn’t do exercise.  Now, I do exercise.   

____________________________________________________________  

4. Last year, my classmate didn’t study hard.  Now, he studies hard.   

____________________________________________________________  
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A. Complete the sentences with the present perfect simple form of the 

verbs between brackets.  

1. I ……………………………. (spend) too much money today.  

2. Ali ……………………………(forget) his bag again.  

3. I ………………………………(not have a routine checkup yet.  

4. Both doctors ………………. already …………….(take) my blood pressure.  

5. Ahmed and I ……………………. (not sprained) our ankles.  

6. ……………………..you …………….(post) the letter yet?  
  

B. Write (already) or (yet) in the correct place:  

1. Nick has drunk a cup of tea.   

______________________________________________________  

2. I haven’t swept the floor. It is very dirty.  

______________________________________________________  

3. She has seen this film.  

______________________________________________________ 4. 

The boys have broken a new vase.   

______________________________________________________  

5. Have they copied the text?  

______________________________________________________  

    

C. Write for or since in the following sentences:  
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1. Sam hasn’t been here _____ a month.  

2. Kate has lived there ______ 2005.  

3. I have come to you ______ three weeks.  

4. Bob has been in Washington _____ Monday.   

5. I haven’t seen her _____ ages.  

6. Sally has been in hospital ____ April.  

7. They have known Kate _____ 2 years.  

8. We have planned to stay there _____ 2 days.  

9. They have been friends _____ their childhood.  

10. Tom has been in the office ____ 6 o’clock.  

11. She has worked here _____ a week.  

12. My uncle has lived in Paris _____ February.  

13. He has been a doctor _____ 14 years.  

14. I have come to Madrid ____ 3 days.  

15. Alice has come to Liverpool _____ Tuesday.  

16. I have planned to stay here ____ a month.  

17. They haven’t won the games ____ March.  

18. Mike has come to his father _____a day.  
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A. SOME /ANY /NO  
1. Are there ....... people at all at the bus stop?  

 A. some  B. none  C. any  

  

2. That's ...... reason to be rude all the time  
 A. some  B. no   C. any  

  

3. I'd like ...... time off next week when I move house  
 A. no   B. any   C. some  

  

4. There's ..... coffee left; could you get some while you're out?  

 A. no   B. some  C. any  
  

5. I must get to the bank because I haven't got ...... money for the weekend  
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 A. some  B. no   C. any  
  

6. Could I have ....... more tea, please?  
 A. no   B. some  C. any  

  

7. When we got to the cinema, there weren't ....... tickets left  
 A. some  B. no   C. any  

  

8. My car stopped because there was ...... petrol left  

 A. any   B. no   C. some  
  

9.The shop had ....... milk so we'll have to drink our coffee black  
 A. some  B. no   C. any  

  

10.  .............. bus will take you to King's Cross so get on the first that comes along  

A. Any   B. Some  C. No  
  

B. Fill in the blanks with much, many, and a lot of.   

1. John hasn’t __________ money.   

2. There is __________ gold in the bag   

3. I haven’t got ________ birds in the sky!   

4. There aren’t ________ cars in the street.   

5. Are there __________ apples on the tree?   

6. Jane spends __________ money at the shops.   

7. Have you got __________ bread in the cupboard?   

8. Are there __________ children on the beach?   

9. We are early. We have __________ time.  

  

C. complete with little/ a little/ few/ a few:  

1. Our art teacher is disappointed: very __________parents came to see our exhibition.   

2. I have ______________________ money, at least enough to buy you an ice cream.  

3. You have worked too _________________ and have completed very 

______________exercises; I would like you to do some more.   

4. Although I am a new student, I have got ____________ friends  whom I can rely on.  

5. Hurry up! We have very ________________ time left.   

6. Betty knows _____________ French ; it is not enough to get around Paris.   

7. I  managed to get ________________ information on him; now I know a bit more.   

8. She is always on her own; she has very _____________ friends.   

  

D. Choose the correct item.   
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1. Have you got _______ friends?   

A) many         B) much          C) a lot of   

2. There are _______ people in the room.   

A) much         B) a little          C) a lot of  3. Can I have _______ 

sugar, please?   

     A) a few        B) a little          C) little   

4. How _______ oranges are on the table?   

     A) many        B) a few           C) much  5 

How _______ money has Fred got?   

    A) many         B) little            C) much   

6. There are _______ monkeys at the zoo.   

    A) much        B) a few            C) a little.   

  

  

 

    

Choose the correct word: -  

1. I shouted at a man (who –which – where –whose) was dropping litter in the street.  
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2. This is the city (who – which – where –whose) we live.  

3. That's the boy (who – which – where –whose) brother sits next to me.    

4. He saw the thieves (who – which – where –whose) robbed the bank.            

5. Ahmed didn't do his homework (who – which – where –whose) his teacher gave him.      

6. Ahmed will come on Saturday (who – when – where –whose) I’ll be at home.   

7. The pens (who – which – where –whose) are on the shelf are all mine.  

8. The office is a place (who – which – where –whose) I spend most of my time.  

9. That is the man (who – which – where –whose) helped me.  

10. Dubai is a city (who –which – where –whose) a lot of people spend their holiday.   
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A- Complete the sentences with the past continuous form of the verbs in brackets:  

1- I ……………………………………….(make) my dinner at 8 o’clock last night.  

2- Joe and Sam ………………………………………. (use) the wrong program in IT 

yesterday.  

3- Who was that guy you ………………………………………. (talk) with at the party?  

4- Paula ………………………………………. (come) home from school when she saw 

an accident.  

5- In 1999 my father ………………………………………. (live) in Doha.   

  

  

  

B- Circle the correct verb:  
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1. I (was – am – have – were) reading when the lights went out.  

2. She (was – am – have – were) washing the clothes yesterday at 5:00.   

3. Hassan (was – am – have – were) cooking dinner when the visitors arrived. 4. 

Julia and Jane (was – am – have – were) doing their homework at 8:00 pm.  

5-  James (was – am – have – were) repairing the car all day long.  

 

B- Write the correct form of the verbs!    

1-She met him while she ___________________(travel) on a train.  

2-While the woman getting off the bus, she_______________ (fall down).  

3-The thief ___________________(break) into while we were sleeping.  

4-John took a photo while I ____________________(not/look).  

5-While my mum was working in the garden, she _______________(hurt) her back.  

6-We were living in Madrid when our old aunt________________(die).  

7-When I got up this morning, it _________________(rain) heavily.  

8- While my dad was brushing teeth, my mum _______________ (fall asleep).  

9- I saw a nightmare while I ___________________(sleep) last night.  

10- What happened in your dream while a monster ___________________(chase) 

you?  
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1.- When  Anne  opened/had opened the door, she realized that somebody  broke/had 

broken into.  

2.- Elisa was very upset because her computer disappeared/had disappeared  

yesterday.  

3.- My cousin promised/had promised me to bring me a souvenir from France last 

month.  

5.- By the time Julia left/had left the shop, she spent/had spent all her money on 

clothes.  

6.- I didn’t want to see that film because I saw/had seen it twice.  

7.- Philip tidied/had tidied his bedroom before he left/had left for work.  

8.- My husband did/had done the shopping after I called/had called him.  

9.-Alfred had worked/worked in a bank for five years before he was sent to Rome. 10.-

The judge said that she was guilty because she took/had taken the money for herself.   
  

  

B. WRITE PAST SIMPLE OR PAST PERFECT?  
  

1.- Barbara …………… (live) in Greece for three years before she ………… (move) to  

Italy.  

2.-My team …………….. (not win) the football match because they ……………. (play) 

badly.  

3.-The teacher ……………. (punish) the student because he …….……. (be) very 

naughty.  

4.-By winter, the new soap opera ……………. (become) the most popular show on TV. 

5.-He …………… (mug) three passengers by the time the police …………….. (arrive)  

6.-The pirates ……………. (hijack) an enormous ship two months ago in Somalia.  

7.-The captain of the ship ………………….(surrender) because he ………… (hate) 

violence.  

8.-The journalist …………. (interview) the famous actress before the TV…………. 

(come)  

9.-Everyone ……………. (leave) the train before the bomb ……………… (explode)  

10.- By the time my mum …………..… (prepare) lunch, we ………….. (lay) the table.  

  

C. Rewrite the following sentences:  

1. After Sofie had finished her work, she went to lunch.                  (before)  

_______________________________________________________________  

2. I washed the floor when the painter had gone.                          (as soon as)  

_______________________________________________________________  

3. I didn’t say anything until she had finished talking.                    (After)  

_______________________________________________________________  

4. Before I knew it, she had run out the door.                                ( By the time)  
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_______________________________________________________________                          

5. By the time Doris got to the party, everyone had gone home.      (when)  

_______________________________________________________________  

6. After I’d used the phone, I paid the bill.                                            (until)  

_______________________________________________________________  

7. It’d happened so quickly, I didn’t notice.                                         (because)  

______________________________________________________________  
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Grammar: Do as shown in brackets:   

1- we usually (studying) English every day.                                          (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

2- Othman (don’t like) watching films.                                                     (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

3- We (play) football at the moment.                                                        (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

4- Sam never (go) to school by car.                                                          (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

5- She used to (watched) English films.                                                   (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

6- We have been in Qatar (for) 2013.                                                       (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

7- They haven’t (arrive) at school yet.                                                     (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

8- I don’t have (some) money. I need to borrow some.                       (Correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

9- I saw the boy (whose) broke the window.                                         (correct)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

10- This is a big hospital (Which) my brother works.                                 (correct)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

11- We play football every Friday.                                                                   (now)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

12- Sam likes Spanish.                                                                                   (negative)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

13- We play football every Friday.                                                                   (now)   
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 14- I 

watched a lot of films when I was young. Now I don’t.                      (used to)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

15- We used to go to the zoo once a year.                                                 (How often)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

16 – Hamad has lived in Doha since 2012.                                                     (for)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

17- Fahd went to school and he is still there.                                              (has gone)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

18- I have already bought a new car.                                                           (yet)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

19- she has listened to the radio for 2 hours.                                            (How long)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

20- I don’t have any friends.                                                                         (no)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

21- Hashim has got a lot of books.                                                             (How many)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

22- This is Mr. Ali. He teaches us English.                                                  (who)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

23- I saw the happy man. His son came first in the final test.              (whose)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

24- There aren’t any apples in the basket.                                        (use: some)  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

25- While __________________ (watch) TV, my father entered.     (correct the verb)  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

26- I cried when I was young.                                                               (use: didn’t use to)  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

27- I don’t have any friends.                                                                   (use : no)  
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Communication: Choose the correct answer:   
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1- Are you doing 

anything tonight?   
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 11.  Eyad: Listen to this! I found a job!  

Ahmed: ___________________________________.  

A. Congratulations!  
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B. Good to see you again.  

C. It’s horrible!  

D. Thank you very much.  

12. Fahad: Do you like music?   

Jassim: sure _________________________ it.                                                           

 

14. A: ………………………………………………………. .  

B: It’s Abdullah Elmerakhi. A. 

You poor thing!.  

B. You’re kidding!  

C. It was nice talking to you  

D. I didn’t catch your name.  

 15.  Ahmed: I fell off my bike and broke my leg.  

Ali: …………………………………………………………...  

A. I’m not a big fan.  

B. What a pity!.  

C. It’s something else!  

D. Thank you very much.  

  

A.   I’m really into   

B.   Thank you very much.   

C.   I don’t have any plans.   

D.   Never mind.                   

13. 
  Mohannad: What’s the matter?   

Hazim: I fell off my bike and got injur ed ?   

Mohannad: ___________________________________     

A.   Not too bad, thanks.   

B.   I’m not a big fan.   

C.   You poor thing!    

D.   I’m not sure.   
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17. Margrite : Do you like reading stories ?   

     Faten: …………………them. I read two every day.                                                           A. 

I’m really into.  

B. I’m not a big fan of                                                           .  

C. It’s nothing special  

D. I find them horrible                                                       

18. Sara:  what about going to the park in the afternoon ?   

Maria: sorry,………………………………………. .        

A. That’s good idea.                               

B. I’m free, no problem                                            

C. I didn’t catch your name                       

D. I will go to the cinema tonight    

 

16. 
  Gues s   what. I bought a new car ?    

A.   I find it horrible!   

B.   Nothing much.   

C.   No, go ahead.   

D.   I’m very happy.    
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Writing  
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1- Write an email to your friend telling her about an event that you had attended.    
  
Helping phrases:  

 what is the event, where, when?   

 What happened?  

 What did you like most?    

 What did you feel?  
  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
  

 
Writing   
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2- Write a paragraph of up to 15 sentences about your impressions about fashions 

and trends that you would like to see yourself in.  

Helping phrases:  

 Where you wear formal or casual style…  

 When you wear casual or formal clothes …  

 Your favorite clothes, accessories, gadgets…                                                       

 Your choice: casual, formal or out of fashion style …   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------  
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3. Write not less than 15 sentences about a description about one of your family 

you admire most and how he influenced you.  

- Who is this person?  

- What is he like?  

- What do you like about him?  

- How has he influenced you?  
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  
4. Write an informal email to your friend telling him about your latest news. Write 

not less than 15 sentences.  
  
Helping phrases:  

 I’m writing to tell you about……………………………………   

 The good news is ……………………………………………………  

 What I like about this is …………………………………………    Waiting for your 

…………………………………………………….  
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  
5. Write not less than 15 sentences about a description of an interesting place you have 

visited and know well for a travel blog.  
  
Helping phrases:  

 ………… is one of the most spectacular ……………. In the world.   

 One of the most interesting places is …………………………………. .  

 Another thing you can do is ……………………………………………… .  
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  
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